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magical water effects - converting
imagination into reality
Speed control of water pumps enabled by Vacon AC drives

Eye-catching shows and effects created with water, light,
sound, music and smoke are both business and pleasure
for JMR Waterworld, based in Ridderkerk, the Netherlands.
With a creative mind and the right kind of equipment, these
ingredients can be turned into spectacular combinations,
with almost unlimited possibilities.
Designing and producing water fountains up to 60 m high,
spectacular water shows, enormous lighted water screens,
water explosions in the air, jumping jets and moving water
fountains are daily business for JMR Waterworld. These
special effects, with or without smoke and background
music, are becoming more and more popular attractions at
major events such as dance shows, exhibitions or opening
ceremonies held by multinational companies. They can also
be seen as decoration outside ofﬁce buildings and in various
parks.
JMR Waterworld delivers turnkey solutions that include
everything from the electronics and electrical installation to
mechanical work, including the molding, grinding and drilling
of pipes and parts made of bronze and other metals.

One of the company’s key success factors is creative design.
Job Rijsdijk, Managing Director, describes their basic
principle: “We have the ability to convert imagination into
reality, but we are also realistic and keep our feet on the
ground. Our attractions must be safe and reliable.”

Dynamic control
One of the unlimited sources of special effects is the
jumping jet − water beams that can transport light and
can be accurately and dynamically controlled by a special
speed-controlled water pump. Speed control is enabled by a
Vacon AC drive, which, in turn, is controlled by an overriding
computer.

Careful testing guarantees high standards
Whether it is held indoors or outdoors, every water show has
its own speciﬁc challenges and limitations. All aspects of not
only water, light and music but also the hardware, software
and electronics must work in harmony to make a water show
a success. So all shows and designs are thoroughly tested.

“We are not only water magicians but also software-nerds,
hardware heroes and even drive specialists – all at the same
time,” says Mr Rijsdijk. “We do not take any risks, everything
must be perfect, and failure is not a word in our dictionary.
We set our own high standards for quality, and we expect the
same devotion and quality-standards from our suppliers.
They are part of our success.”
“We challenge imagination but also know our limits. Our
future success will be deﬁned by continuously pushing up
these limits. In that process, innovative technology is a vital
factor. The Vacon AC drives ﬁt in perfectly with our goal of
pushing up the limits,” Mr Rijsdijk concludes.
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Water beams can be accurately and dynamically
controlled by a special speed-controlled water pump.
Speed control is enabled by a Vacon AC drive, which, in
turn, is controlled by an overriding computer.

Vacon’s High-Power Service Center in Gorinchem, the
Netherlands, with the coloured fountain from JMR
Waterworld.
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